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The Mariner 9 mission to Mars led to the discovery of the dichctomy of the planet's surface. Whereas 
the southern hemisphere is characterized by densly cratered uplands, large parts of the northern hemi- 
sphere are characterized by younger lowlands. These units are separated from each other by a transi- 
tion zone that is up to 350 km broad. This zone as well as the area of the chain of the Tharsis 
Noctis Labyrinthus, Valles Marineria (=TaNoVa) Updomings and the Elysium Updoming are characterized by 
large-scale dissection, degradation and deformation of landscape. These processes are thought to have 
been caused by melting of a proposed thick pewafrost layer. The local and regional relief intensity 
and the melting of the proposed permafrost (by geothermal heating?) are thought to have been the main 
activities that led to the origin of landscapes: 

1. Flat areas with little relief intensity. In areas with little relief intensity the permafrost 
related activities led to the origin of wide fronts of surface dissection and degradation that 
probably moved from north to south creating the Northern Lowlands of Mars. The area in which these 
fronts came to a halt forms the above mentioned transition zone between uplands and lowlands. Three 
front types can be distinguished: 

a) The Protonilus Mensae-Type originated in areas that were gullied by preexisting linear features 
(zones of weakness). Intensive widening and deepening of these features led to the origin of numerous 
more or less linear narrow depressions that surround large mesa-like upland relicts and numerous 
linearly delineated erosional outliers. In areas in which the Protonilus Mensae-Type occurs, the 
linear features cluster in a narrow zone running parallel to the main escarpment between uplands and 
lowlands. 

b) The Deuteronilus Mensae-Type is characterized by arcuately bordered more or less elongated 
shallow depressions of various dimensions. These structures normally coalesce to sinuously and irreg- 
ularly running valleys (e.g. Mamers Nalles). The fields of source of these valleys do not contain 
Chaotic Terrains. In areas that are occupied by this front type linear features are rare or absent. 

c) The Nepenthes Mensae-Type is characterized by countless small erosional outliers that do not 
show a special arrangement. In areas of this front type linear features are rare (obliterated?) and 
Chaotic Terrains do not occur. 

2. Elevated areas with a high degree of relief intensity. In areas with sufficient relief intensity, 
the melting of underlying permafrost led to downslope sliding of overlying rigid (probably volcano- 
genic) material. The results were aureole-like features of different scales: 

a) Aureoles have been developed around some large volcanoes (Olympus Mons, Elysium Mons). The best 
example of a full developed aureole is situated around Olympus Mons. It consists of many lobate units 
which indicate a two- (three?) phase origin of the aureole. In comparison to the aureole around 
Olympus Mons, the corresponding structure around Elysium Mons seems to be less well developed. The 
vicinity of this volcano reveals numerous concentric and radial grabens and elongated depressions, but 
no lobate units are existing (but mega-lahars? 1). In the vicinity of the Tharsis volcanoes, some 
remnants of probably former aureole-like structures are suspected. 

b) Large-scale Mega-aureoles were formed around the TaNoVa Updomings and around the Elysium 
Updoming. In the case of the TaNoVa Updomings, the western half of the surrounding landscape became 
instable and formed arcuately running steep escarpments which have been interpreted as remnants of 
large Chaotic Terrains (see below, 2 ) .  The f~rmer depressions of this Chaotic Terrains are now 
extensively filled with young lava flows. In the southeastern part of the TaNoVa Updomings, the over- 
lying rigid material became instable and migrated to the east and southeast. This movement probably 
led to the origin of features that run concentric with respect to the highest part of the Updomings, 
Syria Planum. The main linear features run radial with respect to Syria Planum. East and southeast of 
the Elysium Updoming are remnants of a probable former mega-aureole suspected. In this area, the land- 
scape is characterized by wrinkle ridges and by numerous erosional outliers. Both run features run 
concentric with respect to Elysium Mons. 

3. Chaotic Terrain. Along the eastern and northern margin of the Valles Marineris Updoming and prob- 
ably in the area of the present Tharsis uplands, the proposed geothermal heating led to the origin of 
Chaotic Terrains. Tnese structures consist of deeply sunken depressions that are surrounded by arcu- 
ately running steep escarpments. Most of these depressions are connected with the Chryse Planitia by 
straight running and deeply incised outflow channels. Some additional small features of the same type 
are existing in the Northern Lowlands. According to local conditions, we can distinguish four types: 

a) The nonprogressive Chaotic Terrains are encircled by arcuately running steep escarpments that 
stand up to about 2500 m high. Due to melting of underlying permafrost, the overlying rigid material 
sank and cracked. This led to the origin of numerous narrow and shallow linearly running grabens that 
transect the remnants of the rigid material within the Chaotic Terrains. The depressions of this type 
are related to the Chryse Planitia by large and deeply incised straight outflow channels. 

b) The progressive Chaotic Terrains dissect the landscape by cutting off sickle-shaped parts of the 
adjacent upland. Hence the remnants of the overlying rigid crust are characterized by series of arcu- 
ately running shallow grabens. As the melting of perrnafrost started with wide fronts along the flanks 
of preexisting channels and depressions, no true outflow channels have been formed. The best example 
is the progressive Chaotic Terrain near Hecates Thoius/Northern Lowlands. Along the flanks of the 
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Claritas Possae the melting of underlying permafrost led to the down-breaking of numerous narrow elongated units of overlying material each of 
which runs parallel to the North-South axis of this uplift. The result was a typical association of small- and (very) large-scale escarpments. 

c) Linearly delineated depressions are existing in the vicinity of Hadriaca Patera/Southern Uplands. They are characterized by linear escarp- 
ments which run parallel to each other forming box-shaped depressions. Depressions of this type are related to adjacent large-scale depressed 
areas (Hellas Planitia) by shallow or medium incised outflow channels (e.g. Dao Vallis). 

d) Collapse structures have been created by release of probable confined aquifers (3). They consist of broad shallow outflow channels which 
take up their run full born along linear escarpments. The best example of this type is Ravi Vallis. It contains a Chaotic Terrain of medium size, 
Aromatum Chaos, which is situated just in front of the linear escarpment from which Ravi Vallis Emerges. Downstream some additional small 
Chaotic Terrains of somewhat different types occupy small parts of the valley. 
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